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WIRELESS ACQUISITION LLC ANNOUNCES NEW PRODUCT
Versatile Digital Broadcast Processor Now Available
MESA, AZ, May 11, 2015: Wireless Acquisition LLC is pleased to announce a new addition
to its EMCEE Broadcast Products line of Integrated Broadcast Systems. The SAK1000 currently being
assembled at the new Mesa, AZ facility is a versatile digital broadcast processor. Jim Yard, CEO of
Wireless Acquisition LLC calls this new product a “real game changer”. He says; “broadcasters with a
tight budget now have an interface that will allow them to keep up with new technologies in real time with
the major market broadcasters”.
The SAK1000 stands alone in the US Broadcast equipment industry as a versatile digital broadcast
transport stream processor. It is adaptable to almost any application and situation occurring in a broadcast
system transport stream application. Built under the EMCEE name, the engineers at Wireless Acquisition LLC
have designed this processor to be the silent partner that allows broadcasters to take virtually any transport
stream input signal and convert it to an output signal that is fully integrated into the station’s existing
infrastructure. This means that as source feeds change, are updated, or as new, not yet imagined, transport
schemes are introduced, the broadcaster can quickly adapt without needing to replace expensive equipment.
The box utilizes a selection of over forty different I/O plug-in modules to provide a quick solution to almost any
transport stream Input/Output application. Examples include: demodulation, transcoding, multiplexing,
encoding, RF modulation, decoding, etc., for both SD and HD enabled networks. This versatile interface can
st

be structured with multiple input ports, can feed multiple outputs, and is self-redundant. It is truly a 21 century
th

tool that allows 20 century systems to keep up with technology without busting their budgets.
For more information on this exciting new product call us at 844-276-8373 or email us at
info@emceecom.com.
About EMCEE, a Subsidiary of Wireless Acquisition LLC
Founded in 1960, EMCEE quickly established a reputation as a premier provider of television transmitter
and translator systems. More than 10,000 EMCEE transmitter systems are in use in more than 100
countries and EMCEE is well known for many technological “firsts”. With modern manufacturing and
support facilities in Pennsylvania and Arizona, EMCEE offers RF transmission equipment and system
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solutions spanning the Broadband Wireless, Broadcast and Military/Government marketplace. EMCEE’s
focus is on Quality and Reliability at a Reasonable Price. All EMCEE RF equipment boasts outstanding
performance; with easy operation and serviceability; backed by an industry leading warranty and a
knowledgeable and devoted staff of professionals. For more information about EMCEE, visit
www.emceecom.com.

